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Abstract
Entrainment of river bed particles by turbulent flow is a core matter of study in river hydrodynamics. It is of great
interest to river engineers to evaluate the shear stress for initiating river bed motion. The main objective is to calculate
transport rates for bed load, to predict changes in bed level which are scoured or aggraded and to design a stable channel.
Forces acting upon the particle especially fluid forces which give a major role in the incipient motion of the particle on
the rough boundary. For calculation generally use shield’s diagram but some other modified methods and approaches are
discussed. Modeling criteria are discussed for the hydraulically smooth and rough boundary depending on Reynolds
number. In the past, experimental studies on tractive shear stress have been done by many researchers but consideration
of lift force to analyze the movement of sediment is very limited. For suspended load transport, a detailed analysis of lift
force is required. Based on the study it has been observed that shear stress depends on channel slope not only due to
gravitational force but also many other factors like drag force, lift force, friction angle, fluctuations, velocity profile, etc.
Complete analysis of these factors provides slope dependency over shear stress. To improve past studies, some factors
have been discussed, to give a more correct force balance equation. This is very difficult task to analyze more and more
variable’s dependency on the slope. Consideration of the possible number of variable holds complete analysis of
experimental study. This paper also reviews the effect of particle Reynolds number and relative submergence over
critical shield stress.
Keywords: Tractive Shear Stress; Turbulent Flow; Shield’s Diagram; Incipient Motion; Local Velocity; Particle Reynolds Number.

1. Introduction
There is the most important problem in the transport mechanism of the sediment is the estimation of the flow
intensity at which the movement of the sediment starts. This movement of the grain particles is achieved at a critical
level where shear stress is such that it will start the motion. This shear is called critical tractive bed shear stress. It
either minimum shear stress responsible for the motion of the grains or bigger size of the grain that comes in motion
for a particular value of given shear stress. Forces on bed particle: If the average tractive bed shear stress is not able to
move the bed particles, the grains or river bed will be on rest. Hence it doesn't accelerate the river bed because all
resultant force on it must be in balance [1-3]. There are 3 main types of forces acting on the particle:
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I. Submerged weight of the particle: It is simply a total downward weight of particle minus upward buoyant force.
It acts as center of mass of the particle also known as an effective weight of the particle.
II. Force of contact between two particles: This force acts when one particle rest on another particle and through
action- reaction law both particles will have a force of contact.
III. Forces due to fluid motion acting on the particle: The fluid forces are much harder to manage. They need
sufficient information on the dynamics of flow that is very close to the bed. This flow is shear flow with
turbulence [4, 5].
During the analysis of sediment motion, a deal with the local flow (local flow velocity, local flow pressure) around
the particle is considered and this flow is turbulent. Due to fluid flow, frictional shear stress (viscous shear drag) and
pressure force (form drag) act upon the particle (Figure 1).The Equilibrium of all forces decides the movement of a
particle. Drag forces and lift forces are the forces due to flowing fluid act upon the particle and responsible for the
motion of the particle. The resulting force varies greatly with time, from tiny fractions of a second to several minutes.
This phenomenon is valid Even if the time-averaged flow is steady or though the particle is inside the viscous sublayer
[6, 7].
τo is a good indicator of the movement of the bed particle at the threshold condition, as it represents the mean force
on the bed particles. However, this assertion has an important attribute in that planner bed. And this planner bed
should not have any landform or else most of the part of total tractive bed shear stress will spend in form drag
(pressure drag).But for particle motion, viscous shear stress plays a major role to drive the particles. Here resisting
forces are the submerged weight of particle and contact forces. The submerged weight acts a moment in an
anticlockwise direction called stabilization moment [8, 9]. The moment has been taken from a pivoted point. The
Resultant fluid force applies a moment in a clockwise direction called destabilization moment. Entrainment of the
particle will be sliding, rolling, or lifting according to the resulting force condition (Figure 2).
For a small value of Re* shown in Figure 3(a) (which leads the particle Reynolds number based on the local flow
velocity around the particle) the upper portion of the particle does not have a clearly defined boundary layer so there is
no flow separation holds behind the sediment particle. For this case, both forces due to viscous and pressure are
essential. The action line of the resulting force lies well above the particle's center of mass since its viscous force is
greatest on the top surface. Figure 3(b) also shows line of action of total force due to fluid exists well above particle’s
centers of gravity point and also shows a viscous force is greatest on the top surface [6, 9, 10].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. All three forces acting on a bed of sediment particles resting on one above [6]

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Mobilization of the sediment particles through fluctuation of turbulence near the bed [12] (a) Movement of the
sediment grain shown by dotted line; (b) Threshold condition for particle depends on the equilibrium of major forces that
generates rolling and sliding on bed and lifting on the water as a suspended load.
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For a large value of Re* shown in Figure 3(b) (which leads the particle Reynolds number based on the local flow
velocity around the particle) there is the destruction of viscous sublayer and here form drag is greater than skin
friction. At this stage, particle Reynolds number becomes nearly independent of critical tractive shield stress. Pressure
forces or form drag greatly dominate viscous skin forces. Due to the pressure difference from the front portion of a
particle to the back portion, the resulting force's line of action is closer to the particle's center of mass [6, 11].
High pressure exists at the bottom portion of the particle and low pressure at the top and it follows the Bernoulli
principle. It gives the idea of the force of lifting at the particle. The lift force becomes nearly equivalent to the form
drag at high particle Reynolds numbers. According to experimental data, it is obvious that the lifting force generally
becomes feebly negative at very low Reynolds [5, 7].
Fluid forces are extremely unsteady due to fluctuation in velocity profile associated with large wakes. Actual
measurements have shown fluctuations in the instantaneous fluid forces on bed particles. A lift force on the sediment
particle is acted due to high pressure around the base of the particle and low at the top surface of the particle.
Researchers have made few experiments to measure the lift force and it is found that the lift force is equal to drag
force at a high value of Reynolds number [9].
When the resultant forces due to drag (form and viscous) and lift become sufficiently large such that they can
neutralize the effect of forces due to gravity and contact frictional resistance then at this condition, the particle will
come into a state of motion. The Moment balance equation for all sediment particles cannot be explained individually
because the location of some particles will be such that they can slide, lift, or roll very easily. There are some basic
equations to explain the general entrainment motion of the particle [12, 13].
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Total resultant Forces at different particle Reynolds number (a) Low value of particle Reynolds number; (b) High
value of particle Reynolds number [6]
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MD is moment due to force component of drag and lifts from the pivoted point;
MS is the moment due to the force component of gravity from the pivoted point;
FL is the force due to lifting acting upward, FG is the force due to gravity acting downward;
FR is frictional resistance between the sediment particles;
lh is lever arm responsible to give a moment for the component of lift force;
lv is lever arm responsible to give a moment for a component of drag force;
Kfr is tanϕ where ϕ is the angle of internal friction.
1.1. Different Approaches on Particle Motion and Shields Diagram
There are three methods widely used named critical velocity concept, lift force concept, Threshold, or critical
tractive shear stress concept to find the entrainment condition. Critical tractive shear stress is widely used and most
acceptable for certain ranges of particles. One question arrives why researchers go for critical shear stress not for the
force or velocity concept generally. So right explanation is it is connected with Reynolds number (high and low) and it
decides the force to act on the individual particle. This time-averaged force per unit area provide average shear stress
(time-averaged) into the particle. If this average shear stress is greater than tractive shear stresses, the particle will
dislocate from the position. Whatever velocity or forces are mentioned, they are local forces or local velocity acting on
the particle [12, 14, 15].
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Shields (1936) was the researcher who experimented upon this analysis shown in Figure 4(a). He plotted the graph
between the boundary shield parameter and boundary Reynolds number. To more understanding the data collection, he
did his experiments in 0.8m length and 0.4 m wide flumes. Beds were composed of granite material with diameter
range (0.85 to 2.4 mm), coal with specific gravity of 1.27 g/cm3 and diameter range 1.8 to 2.5 mm, amber with
specific gravity 1.06 g/cm3 with diameter value 1.6 mm, and barite with specific gravity 4.2 g/cm 3 with diameter range
(0.36 to 3.4 mm). He finds total shear stress on the bed through the resistance equation. For each run bed level was
done plane. It means for each run there is a different discharge and mean velocity value, and the slope was altered to
maintain uniform flow. Through this process, grains move on the bed and finally, these bed load was collected in a
trap fixed downward of the flume. And now he had a total rate of sediment transport for a given discharge. This
process was done for different grain bed particles for different discharge values. The movement of the grain was not
determined with direct observation. He extrapolated the value of shear stress at which no collection of sediment at trap
means zero rates of transport. And due to this, a small modification was done by a miller called the modified shield
curve. The shield had no data for Reynolds no less than 6 and greater than 600, and in between Reynolds number’s
range decides the flow regime which will be whether hydraulically smooth or rough flow regime. If the boundary
Reynolds number is less or equal to 2 it shows a smooth regime. Shields had very little data in this range so he
extrapolated the threshold value of shear stress. If this is greater than 2 and up to 600 then it shows a rough regime [6,
16]. Boundary Reynolds number and boundary shield parameter both are non-dimensional numbers and threshold
value depends upon relative density, dynamic viscosity, grain diameter, Reynolds number shown in Equation 4.
Dimensional analysis (Rayleigh’s method and Buckingham method) can be done between shield parameter and
Reynolds number [90].
Threshold value = f (ρ,ρ s ,μ, γ ' D, τ o )

(4)

Boundary shield parameter is a function of Reynolds number and relative density of the sediment shown in
Equation 5:

τc
ρu D ρ
 f( * , s)
γ' D
μ
ρ

(5)

Miller et al. (1977) plot is also used very much shown in Figure 4(b). Buffington and Montgomery (1997) plot is a
very recent diagram to the analysis of threshold value [7, 17]. They noticed a significant change in the positioning of
the Shields curve. Shields plot is log-log plot based on sediment bed load transport rate. But Buffington and
Montgomery plot is based upon ‘watch the bed’ method. Results of shields method for critical tractive stress are more
than Buffington and Montgomery plot (Figures 4c and 4d).

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Graph between shield parameter and Reynolds number (a) From shield [89]; (b) From Miller et al, 1977 [7]; (c),
(d) Comparison between shield and Buffington and Montgomery (1997) [17]

In many studies, the possibility of the effect of sediment density relative to water is given very less. Shields
diagram shows very less effect of relative density for different particles [18, 19]. Nevertheless, many authors’ studies
show sufficient effect of relative density of sediments. Particles, having greater density means greater mass (inertia)
relative to water, does not move during sudden change of force. There is a high value of threshold needed to start the
motion. If shield parameter shows any reduction with increasing value of density ratio, then it should be the case of
particles under winds. Quartz particles shows this effect [20, 21]. Shields gave many ideas to the researchers to model
the bed threshold shear concept based on different mechanics on sediment particles. These are called different
approaches on particle entrainment motion. These are the deterministic approaches [22].
I. White’s approach: In this approach, whites considered the sliding motion of particles during threshold. He ignored
the lift force in force balance equation so entrainment motion will be only due to drag force. He also determined the
hydraulically smooth flow regime at Reynolds number less than 3.5 where only frictional drag will act and there will
be the absence of pressure or form drag hence flow will be smooth. He found shield parameter value for this range
0.095 [23].
For transitional and rough flow regimes, Reynolds number will be greater than or equal to 3.5.Here normal drag or
form drag will act in major and very less effect of viscous hence flow on the bed will be rough. He found shield
parameter value for this range 0.044.
II. Kurihara’s approach: Analysis of White’s approach further oriented by Kurihara. He derived an expression for the
turbulence factor (Tf). He gave some empirical equations to find the value of the boundary shield parameter. This
factor is a function of the intensity of turbulence, boundary Reynolds number (R*), and probability to increase the
tractive shear stress of the bed [24].
III. Iwagaki’s approach: He provided detailed information of the force to entrainment motion of particles. He divided
the force of drag into force of viscous (skin friction) drag (FDᵥ) and turbulence drag force (FDt) means a particle having
viscous sub layer and turbulence layer [25]. It is shown in Equations 6 and 7 respectively.

1

FDν  CDν d 2 (1  βt )ρƒū 2δν
2
4
1
 2

 p 
FDt  CDν d βt ρƒū 2  d 2βt d  
2
4
4
 x 

(6)
(7)

d
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Igwagki divided the flow regime into three-part based on the value of boundary Reynolds number. If R*<6.83 then
flow will be hydraulically smooth and targeted particles will be on laminar sublayer. If R*≥51.1 then flow will be
hydraulically rough and the targeted particles will be on turbulent flow and bed roughness destroys the viscous sub
layer. If 6.83 <R*<51.1 then flow will be transitional regime it means both viscous sub layer and turbulent layer will
exist on targeted particles.
IV. Wiberg and Smith’s approach: In this approach Sliding mode of the particle is used to calculate critical shear
stress. He derived lift force in terms of the difference of the square of velocities at the upper and bottom portion of the
target sediment particles. He used different velocity profiles for hydraulically smooth and rough flow regimes. For a
rough regime, he used a logarithmic velocity profile [26, 27].
V. Dey’sapproach: He derived threshold condition for three-dimensional compact dense bed configuration. He
considered the analysis for the rolling mode of particles. Dey splits the flow regime into three-part based on the value
of boundary Reynolds number. If R*≤3 then flow will be hydraulically smooth and velocity distribution follow the
linear law of velocity. If R*>70 then flow will be hydraulically rough and velocity distribution follow logarithmic law
of velocity. If 3 <R*<70 then flow will be transitional regime and velocity distribution follow Reichardt’s velocity
distribution [16, 28].
From the studies on many literature reviews, authors provided very less consideration of density ratio to threshold
the motion of grains even shield also took slight effect on density ratio based on their data to plot the shield diagram.
Later Ward also provided the same effect on density ratio but for a larger range of difference in shield parameter. The
decrease in dimensionless shear parameter with increasing the value of density ratio looks obvious. Wind tunnel
theory of threshold (Mars Wind tunnel theory and Venus Wind tunnel theory) should be modified in the future.
1.2. Objective
This paper reviews the dependency of slope upon threshold shear stress and slope of the alluvial channel depends
upon drag due to wall, morphological effect, friction angle, average flow velocity, drag and lift coefficient, air
entrainment, relative submergence, etc. There is more work required to check channel slope dependency with other
variables. These variables provide the behavioral stage for critical shield stress with respect to slope. A little
contribution has been shown to make slope study more effective. This review study aims to understand the past
experimental analysis (made by many researchers) of different sizes and shape of cohessionless particles (sand and
gravel) over bed slope of the channel. Flume data and field data are compiled to check the natural tendency of critical
stress over bed slope. Experimental analysis of different variables like particle Reynolds number, velocity profile at
different layer bed, relative roughness, relative submergence etc. also has been reviewed through the graph.

2. Research Methodology
The Study of many researchers has been reviewed through a flow chart in Figure 5. Some researchers performed
only experimental analysis but some others verified with field data to achieve proper validation of the analysis. The
performance and results of flume and field analysis go very similar. That’s why in the past, researchers have done
major works related to sediment transportation in the flume due to ease of analysis.

Figure 5. Flowchart of the research methodology
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According to some standard model or theoretical observation when slope of the channel bed increases it can be
considered that it causes instability for bed particles due to addition of downstream force of gravity. But according to
the literature review and experiments made on the flume and Natural River or any stream for slope dependency, it has
been observed that shield stress increases while increasing the slope of the bed. This phenomenon shows that particles
are more stable at high or steeper slopes. So theoretical and experimental data observation are contrary to each other
with respect to slope dependency.
This disparity may be explained by some simple models like force balancing with the slope for critical shield
stress. Here through this analysis, Lamb et al. (2008) [29] observed slope dependency on drag forces, friction angles,
grain emergence, flow velocity, flow aeration, and fluctuations through turbulent or eddies. But they observed that
changes in drag force do not depend on the slope. The angle of internal friction, angle of repose, emergence of the
grain from the flow, flow velocity, flow aeration to decrease the density of the flow and fluctuations depend upon
normal to a steeper slope. Due to slope variation relative roughness (ratio of the roughness of bed to flow depth) will
increase [29, 30].
The shields stress is defined as:
τg
u2
τ*cg 
 *
 ρ s  ρ  gD rgD

r

(8)

ρs  ρ
ρ

u* 

Re * 

(9)

τg

(10)

ρ

u* D
υ

(11)

τ g =Total tractive bed shear stress (form drag+viscous shear stress) (g subscript denotes part of total bed stress acting
on grains on the bed;

u*2 =Shear velocity;
D=Diameter of the particle;
r=Submerged specific density of the particle;

Re * =Particle Reynolds number.
If particle Reynolds number is greater than 100 means diameter more than 3mm (in case of rivers) then shield
stress will roughly constant the value 0.045.If particle Reynolds number is less than 100, shield stress varies on varies
of Reynolds number. This condition is for uniform sized and shape particles and homogenous on the bed [7, 31, 32].
During the analysis of sediment mixture, it is found that shape of the grain, orientation, exposure toward the bed, some
bump on the bed and pocket geometry these all factors much influence the shield stress [33, 34].
If critical shield stress is constant in Equation 8 then smaller particles will move due to high mobility compared
with large particles. This phenomenon also can see in Mountains River at steeper slopes. But many studies say that
particles mobility higher than what get from shield stress Equation 8. It is due to friction angle and exposure of the
particle. To calculate the shield stress at incipient motion in bulk mixtures of sediment through a single grain size
called median grain size (D50). D50 has been used in Equations 8 and 11 [32, 35].
In many research, for bedload transport model critical shield stress is assumed to be not varying with slope because
it was largely unexplored that what the tendency of critical shield stress with slope. At steeper slopes, due to an
increase of relative roughness critical shield stress value also increases and as a result mobility of the particle is
reduced. ks is the roughness length scale of the bed and h is the depth of flow in Equation 12 [36-38].

Relative roughness 

ks
h

(12)

In steady uniform flow, for a given total bed shear value, flow depth decreases when slope increases. Depth
averaged flow velocity depends upon the relative roughness but local flow velocity depends upon the Z/ks value.
Where Z is the vertical height above the sediment bed level [39].
Further some past studies and after taking the flume and field published data show critical shield stress is
dependent on the slope shown in Figure 6. Here critical shield stress includes wall drag, morphological and bed stress
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without portioning of the individual [40, 41]. Most of the data has been collected for the particle Reynolds number is
greater than 100. Particle Reynolds number less 100 gave a false relationship with a slope so avoided. Data in Figure 6
is such that it takes a regime where τc* has a constant ranging from 0.03 to 0.06.There is a trend in Figure 6 that shows
a relationship between τc* and slope .This is the best fit line for good correlation with data [42, 43, 92]. Equation of
best fit straight line for good R2 value is given below in Equation 13.
𝜏𝑐∗ = 0.15𝑆 0.25

(13)

Both data set having similar magnitude and trend for slope dependency on critical shield stress. But according to
the study there is a lack of data for slope less than 0.001 and greater than 0.01 and 𝜏𝑐∗ the value falls between 0.03 and
0.06.

Figure 6. Slope dependency of critical shield stress [29] (a) The Compilation of flume data and field data separately; (b) The
Compilation of flume data and field data with ranges of Reynolds Number

Now to understand the study of slope dependency upon critical shield stress, published studies have been reviewed
based on the force balance model. This model gives you a real understanding based on the sort of equations involved
in force balance [44, 45, 94].

Figure 7. Modified force balance on particle including fluid forces, buoyant force and gravity force [29]

FB, FL, FD are buoyant force, lift force and, drag force respectively in Figure 7 and acting to move the particle. Now
force balance equation parallel to streambed to the given initial particle movement will be as follows:
𝐹𝐷 + (𝐹𝐺 + 𝐹𝐵 ) sin 𝛽=[(𝐹𝐺 − 𝐹𝐵 ) cos 𝛽 − 𝐹𝐿 ] tan 𝜑0

(14)

1
𝐹𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷 𝜌𝑢2 𝐴
2
1
𝐹𝐿 = 𝐶𝐿 𝜌𝑢2 𝐴
2

(15)
(16)

𝐹𝐵 = 𝜌𝑔𝑉1

(17)

𝐹𝐺 = 𝜌𝑠 𝑔𝑉2

(18)

𝜑0 is the frictional angle between the particle and β is the inclination bed (S=tanβ);
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𝜌𝑠 is the sediment particle density and ρ is fluid density;
𝐶𝐷 and 𝐶𝐿 are the coefficient due to drag and lift respectively;
𝑉1 is submerged volume of particle and 𝑉2 is volume of the sediment particle;
A is the area of the cross section of the particle perpendicular to the direction of flow and exposed to flow.
After putting the value of Equations 15 to 18 in Equation 14 and rearranging in terms of critical shield stress and
get Equation 19.
∗
𝜏𝑐𝑔
=

𝑢∗2
𝑟𝑔𝐷

=

2 𝑢∗2
𝐶𝐷 𝑢2

cos 𝛽 (

𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑0 −tan 𝛽

𝐹
1+( 𝐿 ) 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑0
𝐹𝐷

𝑉2 1 𝜌𝑠

𝑉

𝐴𝐷 𝑟

𝑉2

).[

( − 1)]
𝜌

(19)

Total bed stress will be due to channel wall drag, bed morphology, stream bed stress. Due to roughness in the
channel, stress will be spent through these wall drag, bed morphology, and bed stress [46]. This individual stress is
part of form drag and viscous shear stress. Bed morphology is also called morphological drag. Total bed stress is also
called total driving stress at stream bed [47]. Two equations are written below to find total bed stress (Equations 20
and 21).
𝜏 𝑇 = 𝜏𝑔 + 𝜏𝑚 + 𝜏𝑤
𝜏 𝑇 = 𝜌𝑔ℎ sin 𝛽

(20)
(21)

After combining Equations 19 to 21 with Equation 8, total critical shield stress is found and formed equation will
cover total stress and low slope (S=tanβ). See in Equation 22;
∗
𝜏𝑐𝑇
=

ℎ𝑆
2 𝑢∗2
𝜏𝑇
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑0 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛽
𝑉2 1 𝜌𝑠 𝑉1
=
(
)(
)[
( − )]
𝐹𝐿
𝑟𝐷 𝐶𝐷 𝑢2 𝜏𝑔 + 𝜏𝑚 + 𝜏𝑤
𝐴𝐷
𝑟 𝜌 𝑉2
1 + ( ) 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑0
𝐹𝐷

(22)

The above equation 3.15 is the equation of total shield stress with slope dependency but in this equation when
∗
slope angle increases 𝜏𝑐𝑇
value decreases means mobility of the particle increases. This is just the opposite of
concerned analysis because according to flume and natural stream studies, the graph of best line fit in which increasing
slope is producing an increase in critical shield stress. So as a conclusion for a given diameter of the particle D at least
one of the variables in Equation 22 depends upon the channel slop or flow depth h.
In Equation 22 there are many variables involved to give slope dependency upon individual variable like wall drag,
bed morphology, friction angle, emergence of the grain, Entrainment of the air, Average flow velocity, Fluctuation due
to turbulent flow. After all total shield stress will have slope dependency according to behavior of the variables with
respect to flow depth or slope.
This paper reviews slope dependency upon individual variable and they are described below:
I. Drag due to wall (𝝉𝒘 ): This is the drag or stress spent through the bank of channel. If any rectangular channel is
considered then bed and wall of the channel are equally rough. This wall drag is very much important for small width
to depth ratio (aspect ratio is small) according to Equation 23:
𝜏𝑤 = (
∗
𝜏𝑐𝑇𝑅
=

2ℎ
)𝜏
𝑤 𝑔

(23)

𝑅𝑆
2 𝑢∗2
𝜏𝑇
𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑0 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛽
𝑉2 1 𝜌𝑠 𝑉1
=
(
)(
)[
( − )]
2
𝑟𝐷 𝐶𝐷 𝑢 𝜏 𝑇 − 𝜏𝑚 1 + ( 𝐹𝐿 ) 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑
𝐴𝐷 𝑟 𝜌 𝑉2
0
𝐹𝐷

(24)

∗
𝜏𝑐𝑇𝑅
is critical shield stress due to drag wall. This formulation is based on the same roughness at bed and wall. This
formula is not used for the triangular channel because there is a wide difference between the roughness of the wall and
bed. Now neglecting all wall correction, the critical shield stress will perform slope dependency. If increase the slope
(neglecting wall corrections) then width to depth ratio will decrease or the roughness of channel bank related to bed
roughness increases. Therefore width to depth ratio provides an inversely relation with slope in case of the natural
stream. In Figure 6 partial or more correction on the wall (roughness correction) has been applied because Field
measurement has more wall correction than experimental measurement [48, 49]. Application of all possible wall
corrections give more accurate results over critical shield stress.

II. Morphological drag (𝝉𝒎 ) and friction angle (𝝋𝟎 ): It is convenient to observe that if bottom slope increases then
drag also increases due to morphological changes. There are two types of drag in which form drag contribution will be
more than viscous drag. This form drag is spent on morphological structure [50]. A flow separation will take place at
rear portion of the structure. If there is an increase in the slope, form drag will increase means roughness increases.
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The magnitude of morphological drag for turbulent flow depends upon the size of morphologic structure and square of
the local time area- averaged velocity around the structural element. At steeper slope the value of 𝜏𝑚 increases and
∗
ultimately the value of 𝜏𝑐𝑇
in Equation 22. Besides morphological changes, there will be changes in the angle of
internal friction accordingly. It may be due to differences in shape and orientation of the sediments [51]. Some study
says if morphological or form drag increases means particles come in the stable condition, the value of 𝜑0 will
increase. But sand and gravel (cohesionless soil) can have a smoothing effect. It can reduce the friction angle and
∗
finally 𝜏𝑐𝑇
.It means sand may be more movable at low slope. Hence there is no finding of any proper increase with a
slope like morphological change. It provides undesirable results during flume experiments. Hence for flume
experiments, frictional angle is independent on slope, is considered to make analysis easy but this paper also reviewed
for friction angle [52-54]. Variations in friction angles occur due to variations in shapes, orientations, and sorting of
the sediments. These variations can be seen in a natural stream. For experimental analysis, a graph is plotted in Figure
14(b).
The effect of morphology is approximately negligible for an experiment made on the flume. At steeper slope very
negligible change in structure due to morphology. Anyone can surprise that even natural stream data doesn’t more
depend upon the morphological structure at a steeper slope. In Figure 6(a) for natural stream data more of the data is
above the regression line for slope greater than 0.02. It means after this slope value there is a slight effect of frictional
angles and morphological changes with slope.
III. Emergence of the particle from the flow: When a particle emerges from the flow then the area of cross-section
and buoyant force both reduces. Mobility of the grain reduces at steeper slope when particle emerges from the flow.
𝑉 1 𝜌
𝑉
This effect can be shown in Equation 22 by writing one term [ 2 ( 𝑠 − 1)]. In this term area decreases, this whole
𝐴𝐷 𝑟

𝜌

𝑉2

term increases, and finally this term gives an impact on total critical shield stress. But the above term cannot fully
explain the trends on slope dependent. Because shield criterion has been reported for slope less than 0.01 and grain
was fully submerged as shown in the Figure 6(a) but other author study shows at threshold point, sediment grains are
not emergent from the flow for slope less than 0.1 [43].
IV. Air Entrainment: When air enters in the water system then water air mixture reduces its own density. It decreases
the movement of a particle at an increasing slope. It can also affect the mean flow velocity and bulk friction factor.
Mean flow velocity will increase due to reduction of drag force and buoyant force. This Reduction in drag force plus
∗
buoyant force will increase the value of 𝜏𝑐𝑇
at steeper slope. Aeration cannot completely explain the slope dependency
of the total critical shield parameter, as substantial aeration exists mostly in steep slopes [55].
V. Drag coefficient (CD) and lift coefficient (CL): Through several studies in the past, it has been found CD depends
on the particle Reynolds number (ReP).But 𝜏𝑐∗ is independent of high-value particle Reynolds number. For an isolated
spherical particles with Reynolds number more than 105, CD value decreases from 0.5 to 0.3 which is a kind of drag
crisis. Some researchers showed that for increasing value of Reynolds number in between (100-105) decrease the
value 𝜏𝑐∗ . Figure 6(b) shows that incipient motion based on particle Reynolds number [56, 57].
Very little work done for lift coefficient (low particle submergence with steep stream).Some researchers showed
that fluctuations of pressure within a porous bed also can cause lift force on the emergent particle [56, 58].
VI. Average flow velocity: The remaining term in Equation 22 means velocity term u/u* also a part of total critical
shield stress. Average flow velocity is the function of (ks/h) and local flow velocity is function (z/ks) shown in Figure
8, where z is the height above river bed. Local flow velocity is independent of (k s/h) and h (depth of the flow).Hence it
is independent of the slope of bed for a given value average bed shear stress [39, 46, 91].
𝑢̄ (𝑧) 1
𝑧
= ln ( )
∗
𝑢
𝑘
𝑧𝑜

(25)

Where k is the von Karman’s constant =0.4 and zo=ks/30 for hydraulically rough flow.
∗
For a given value of ks and 𝜏𝑐𝑇
any increase in flow depth will not give any changes in flow velocity at any
location on bed of particles. It is necessary to explain the mixing length in roughness zone [59, 60]. Mixing is
governed by wakes. These wakes is formed back portion of the particle. The mixing length can be defined through
Equation 26.

𝐿 = 𝛼1 𝑘𝑠

(26)

𝑢̄
𝑧
𝑧 𝑘𝑠
=
(1 − (
))
∗
𝑢
𝛼1 𝑘𝑠
2𝑘𝑠 ℎ

(27)

𝛼1 = Constant of proportionality less than unity.
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Figure 8. Velocity prediction for log profile in Equation 25 and quadratic profile in Equation 27 [29]

VII. Fluctuation due to turbulence: A Local velocity component is not only relevant for sediment’s mobility but
turbulent fluctuation is also important especially in a steep bed stream. And due to turbulence profiles are not
logarithmic. The intensity of turbulence fluctuation is denoted by (σu/u*) where σu is the root mean square velocity of
the stream. Intensity varies with height above the bed and has peak value near bed surface for hydraulically smooth
flow & top of roughened particle for hydraulically rough flow. The Peak value of σu/u* is called the universal constant
(σu,max/u*). Some study says universal constant has the value between 2.2to 2.8 but others say universal constant is not
constant. It varies with relative submergence (h/ks) or relative roughness [4, 47, 61]. It is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. A relationship between turbulence intensity with relative roughness [29]

Authors formed a relation in which average flow velocity is a function of relative roughness then it is clear
σu,max/u* will be function of average flow velocity. See in Equation 28;
𝜎𝑢,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑈
= 𝛼2
𝑢∗
𝑢∗

(28)

Where 𝛼2 is the proportionality constant between average flow velocity and peak near the bed intensity of turbulence
[29]. In solid line is best line to fit the data with 𝛼2 = 0.2 for Equation 28.

3. Experimental Study Over Critical Shield’s Stress
Shields experiment and diagram given by the shield for the specific type of particles (granite, amber, coal, barite)
shown in Figure 4(a). Now studies of many researchers for different size range of gravel and sand particle
(cohesionless alluvial soil), angle of internal friction, a slope angle, homogeneity and heterogeneity of river bed,
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different velocity profiles, different submergence factor, different roughness factor etc. are discussed below [43, 51,
62-70]. For cohesive soil, resisting forces are cohesive forces between different particles and submerged weight. Due
to cohesion tractive shield stress value becomes more than noncohesive soil. For cohesive soil, critical shear stress
depends upon consolidation pressure and clay content. For cohesive soil, lumps of particles move as a single unit.
From different studies a satisfactory Shields theory exists for only non-cohesive soil [93, 95].
Here in Table 1 have shown laboratory data and field data of angle of internal friction, slope angle, relative
submergence, particle Reynolds number and critical shear stress respectively. As per table is the most recent one is
laboratory data and this data has been taken as a point of interest to compare with past [65]. They studied on particle
size 6-35.5 mm. Summary of the sediment has been provided in Table 2.
Table 1. Previous studies on entrainment condition [65]
φ (φ = f (d)) (°)

sin α (%)

h/d (R/d)(–)

R∗ (–)

θc (–)

Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) (laboratory data) [63]

36

0.49–1.05

Neill (1967a, 1967b) (laboratory data) [62, 70]

35

0.85–2.7

9.7–18.1

575–686

0.037–0.050

4.9–14.3

596–1987

0.029–0.041

Kališ (1970) (laboratory data) [98]

45

5.9–9.2

0.94–1.47

10,889–17,963

0.032–0.059

Fenton and Abbott (1977) – series B (laboratory data) [74]
Fenton and Abbott (1977) – series C (laboratory data) [74]

(35.3;38)

0.52–1.90

5.45–7.50

405–820

0.080–0.267

35.3

0.5–1.6

2.8–4.4

1690–3280

0.009–0.012

52.4;45

1–20

0.6–8.5

463–3558

0.047–0.099

Bathurst and Simons (1979) (laboratory data) [96]

35

2–8

1.5–5.3

881–6198

0.090–0.193

Cao (1985) (laboratory data) [97]

35

1–9

1.2–8.6

3008–9567

0.053–0.088

35;40.5;40

0.5–9

1.3–11.9

1059–11,296

0.036–0.099

35;40.5

0.5–2.5

4.0–13.4

929–3816

0.034–0.063

35

0.5–2.5

4.1–13.5

1086–3577

0.041–0.064

35.3

0.8–1.2

7.13–9.50

535–757

0.037–0.075

Author(s)

Mizuyama (1977) (laboratory data) [88]

Bathurst et al. (1987) (laboratory data) [98]
Graf and Suszka (1987) (laboratory data) [77]
Suszka (1991) (laboratory data) [99]
Papanicolaou (1997) (laboratory data) [100]
Shvidchenko and Pender (2000) (laboratory data) [43]

35

0.65–2.87

(3.6–11.9)

421–1514

0.045–0.068

51.2;47.7

21–36

0.47–1.19

4616–8963

0.131–0.236

Dey and Raju (2002) (laboratory data) [67]

35

0.73–1.85

1.4–5.7

400–1977

0.026–0.097

Mueller et al. (2005) (field measurements) [64]

35

0.21–5.09

3.2–14.9

5582–96,865

0.011–0.134

41.5

13.6

1.6–3.8

28,684–95,349

0.037–0.406

35

5–9

2.20–3.14

409–1808

0.077–0.153

35.3;41.5

1–7.5

0.76–7.16

523–4519

0.035–0.054

Gregoretti (2000) (laboratory data) [66]

Aristide Lenzi et al. (2006) (field measurements) [51]
Recking (2006) (laboratory data) [101]
Roušar et al. (2016) (laboratory data) [65]

Table 1. Sediment properties used by Roušar et al. (2016) (laboratory data) [65]
Fraction (mm)

a (mm)

b ≈ d (mm)

c (mm)

Co (–)

ρs (kg m−3)

φ (°)

n (–)

CDab (–)

kt (m s−1)

6–8

11.7

8.1

5.7

0.59

2674

35.3

0.42

1.35

0.03

8–10

13.7

9.5

6

0.52

2611

39.5

0.4

0.91

0.036

10–16

19.5

14.6

9.9

0.58

2876

38.5

0.4

1.33

0.061

16–20

28.2

20.3

13.9

0.58

2567

39.9

0.45

1.36

0.082

20–25

34.3

25.3

16.8

0.57

2632

41.5

0.42

1.5

0.084

25–31.5

43

31.5

21.5

0.58

2684

38.8

0.42

1.33

0.098

Here fraction of the particle, length (a),width (b),grain diameter (d),thickness (c),density of grains (ρs), angle of
repose (φ ), porosity of sediment (n), drag coefficient (C Dab) perpendicular to the largest sediment area (a, b), Corey
shape factor (Co), Hydraulic conductivity for subsurface flow (k t). Roušar et al. (2016) [65] were used 6 fractions of
particles mentioned in Table 2. They used 100 grains of each fraction. The Average size of grain in each fraction is a,
b, c. Corey shape factor depends upon a, b, c value. Co=c/(ab)1/2. Drag coefficient (CDab) was found from Equation 29.
The flow in the pores are turbulent and kt value in Table 2 derives from Equation 30. For a different fraction, different
ranges of discharge were used and multiple number of measurements for each fraction shown in Table 3.
𝐶𝐷𝑎𝑏 = 4(𝜌𝑠 − 𝜌)𝑔𝑐/(3𝜌𝑤 2 )

(29)

1/2

𝑘𝑡 = 𝑢̄ 𝑥 𝑛/(𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 )

(30)
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Table 2. Hydraulic parameters with number of measurements for each fraction [65]
Fraction (mm)

h (mm)

Q (l s-1)

Sin𝜶 (%)

h/d (-)

R* (-)

𝜽𝒄 (-)

Number of measurements

6–8

30-58

7.9-19.8

1.0-2.0

3.70-7.16

523-603

0.038-0.050

6

8–10

19-62

5.0-23.5

1.0-3.5

1.95-6.25

699-823

0.036-0.049

8

10–16

23-72

7.3-32.9

1.5-4.0

1.68-4.97

1286-1504

0.036-0.047

10

16–20

21-85

4.5-32.9

1.5-6.0

1.05-4.18

1976-2327

0.041-0.054

11

20–25

32-77

9.8-36.0

2.5-5.0

1.23-3.05

2899-3250

0.038-0.048

20

25–31.5

24-74

8.1-36.0

3.0-7.5

0.76-2.35

3658-4519

0.035-0.050

14

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Velocity profile at different layer of bed [65] (a) 0≤h/d≤2; (b) 2≤h/d≤4; (c) 4≤h/d≤6 and 6≤h/d≤8

Roušar et al. (2016) [65] plotted a graph between time and area-averaged velocity ratio and relative height z/d.
Figure 10 shows h/d (relative submergence) does not affect the velocity profile. This time-averaged velocity profile is
also unaffected by (z/d)>0.2.The velocity profile of inferential layer is determined by linear extrapolation from
observed value 0< (z/d) <0.2 to the value of velocity in subsurface layer and they agree with Pokrajac and Manes
(2009) [71] measurements. In subsurface layer, velocity is approximately zero. Figure 10 also shows that the thickness
of the grains is equal to the thickness of the inferential layer. Nikora et al. (2004) and Shimizu et al. (1990) [72, 73]
also show interfacial values behave in same category. The boundary between interfacial and surface boundary lies in
the range 0.2< (z/d) <0.4 but it is considered (z/d) =0.2 by Roušar et al. (2016).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Normalized standard deviation (σx/u*) at different layers of bed (z/d) [65] (a) 0≤h/d≤2; (b) 2≤h/d≤4; (c) 4≤h/d≤6
and 6≤h/d≤8

(σx/u*) is normalized standard deviation in x-direction of velocity profile where σx is the standard deviation of
velocity in x- direction (ux). Figure 11 shows the maximum value of σx/u* is between (1.7 to 3.5) for all measured
studies. Roušar et al. (2016) graph shows this value 2.6 and exists at (z/d)=0.2. This value has a good validation with
Pokrajac and Manes [71].

(a)
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(b)

Figure 12. Relationship between particle Reynolds number and relative submergance over critical shear stress [65] (a)
Reynolds number; (b) studies from all authors for relative submergence (dotted line shows extrapolation and solid line
approximation).

Here Figure 12(a) shows that higher and higher values of Raynolds number don’t affect the critical shear stress
because velocity profiles don’t change. Roušar et al. (2016) showed that the mean value of critical shear stress for the
used grains will be approximately 0.043. Figure 12(b) shows that studies done by all the authors provide the same
plot.Incipient motion of the particle is critical on lesser values of h/d depends upon the position of grains with bed.In
other words it depends upon exposure of grains to the flow, the relative degree of submergence of the sediment
particles, and self aeration. Roušar et al. (2016) did not take the data for the self aerated flow. Kališ (1970) [69]
mentioned the effect of relative submergence for self-areation of flow and enlights the uncertainty involved in finding
the bed levels. Figure 12(b) shows the relative submergence impact over critical shear stress based on non-zero value
of dimensionless volume bedload discharge 𝑞 ∗ = 𝑞𝑏 /(∆𝑔𝑑 3 )1/2 . This was given by Bathurst et al. and Suszka where
𝑞𝑏 is a specific volume bedload discharge. However,different selected value of 𝑞 ∗ gives different plots so these data
were not used.

Figure 13. Relationship between relative submergence and absolute critical condition for grain incipient motion [65]

Figure 13 shows the relationship between critical shear stress and relative submergance at absolute level fullfilling
the condition that is planner bed with roughness through grains should be homogeneous and submerged grains.The
data of Dey and Neill (1967a, b), Raju (2002), Kališ (1970), Fenton and Abbott (1977), Mizuyama (1977) [62, 67, 69,
70, 74, 88] based upon these consideration. Figure 13 also shows the value of crtical shild stress with repect to shield
stress value at the largest submergance means ɵc/ ɵc,h/d=max is function of h/d.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 1. (a) Effect of longitudinal bed slope on critical shear stress (b) Effect of angle of repose on critical shear stress [65]

The effect of sinα on ɵc is given by following Equation 31;
sin 𝜙
ɵ𝑐 = ɵ𝑐𝛼 (
)
sin 𝜙 − 𝛼

(31)

Where ɵc is critical shear stress at horizontal plane, ɵ𝑐𝛼 is the critical shear stress at an angle α
According to laboratory data (Figure 14 (a)) from different studies [74-76] confirm that slope angle has an affect on
threshold motion of particle. And measured data provides a satisfactory results with Equation 29.
Figure 14(b) shows effect of angle of repose on critical shear stress. Many authors obtained ɵc values satisfying
(h/d)≥1 and R*≥100 [46, 69, 76, 77, 88]. Roušar et al. (2016) experiments shows 0.03 <ɵc<0.06. In most of the data it
shows relationship with an increase in value of tan 𝜙 with increase of ɵc. It is shown in Equation 32.
𝜃𝑐 =

𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑
6.5 + 14 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑

(32)

In Figure 14(b) solid line follows the Equation 30.

4. Remarks and Discussion
This paper reviewed the analysis of threshold motion of particle given by many authors through laboratory and
field data to measure the critical tractive stress.To find the shear stress by Shield’s approach is implicit log-log plot
approach.Due to implicity, it makes many applications complex and inconvenient.So there is more required to make
the explicit formulation of shields parameter [78]. Guo (2002) [79] provided a logarthamic matching method critical
shield stress can be directly determined with fluid and sediment properties. Yalin and da salva [80, 81] proposed how
the critical parameter varies with particle size. He replaced the particle Raynolds number with the material number.
This type of theoretical approach also incorporate all phenomenon such as lift force, gravity force, drag force,
fluctuation due to turbulence and these ultimately fulfills the sliding, rolling and lifting. Many researchers uses sliding
as the main mechanism and gave less importance to roll and very few for lifting but all are equally important based on
force balance over the particles [78, 82]. Iwagaki (1956), Ikeda (1982) and Coleman (1967) model [25, 83, 84] is
based on sliding concept. They didn’t talk about turbulence and particle placement on the bed. Dey (2014) [16]
worked on the rolling concept for incipient motion. He took the effect of magnus force also but no
turbulence.Sundborg modified the hjulstorm diagram with taking consideration of cohesion and further it was
improved for consolidated and unconsolidated soil. But here different shortcomings arise and there is the requirement
to lead for more research .First is there was no well-defined exposure and protrusion level used.So some correction is
required to make more sense. Very little analysis has been done on lifting so more study is required to improve the
suspended load transport mechanism. Bravo et al. (2014) [82] presented a mathematical modelling means the use of
discrete element method (numerical micro dynamics model) and here saltation mode and suspended mode of moving
particle implies more detailed flow detailing and this may be large scale dynamics so there is a large improvement in
the model.Furthur discrete element method is valid for a large number of particles simulation. He didn’t talk about the
effect of the numerical microdynamics model on cohesive soil or mixed- grained soil. At the last, these are more
important for future improvement because due to various dynamics involved with river and coastal areas and accuracy
of erosion threshold is much essential for various scouring and erosion process like general,contraction,local scouring.
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Very small work has been done on slope effect dependency over lift coefficient which is a variable for total critical
shield stress. At steeper slope with low submergence value of particle analysis of lift coefficient is much needed.
Schmeeckle et al. (2007) and Nelson et al. (2001) [56, 85] did a measurement on lift coefficient and found lift force
can not scale with the difference in velocity of particle which was inconsistent with flow based on Bernoulli
principle.The calculation of lift is very important when grains are not emerging from the flow.Pressure fluctuations
from the bed also give a lift force hence for calculation point of view study becomes more important [86, 87]. There is
a lack of data and lift force theory so it makes difficult in the force balance model.Proper investigation and research in
the future are required with high accuracy data and relevant theory.

5. Conclusions
Experimental studies, done by many researchers on critical shield parameter and dependable variables (Bottom
channel slope, Raynolds number, relative roughness, turbulence intensity, flow velocity, angle of internal friction etc.),
show well explanation for sediment transportation conditions based on tractive stress analysis.This paper reviewed the
channel slope dependency on critical shield stress, wherein most of tha data are based on total stress.These data are a
compilation of both flume and field data separately by different researchers.They showed the best fit line with an rsquare value of 0.41. These data have been filtered so that particle Raynolds number is greater 100. With summarized
analysis researchers assumed that critical shield stress value lies between 0.03 to 0.06 for gravel bed shown in Figure
6(a). For more good results some researchers showed that critical shield stress decreases with increasing particle
Raynolds number (constant slope) and plotted a graph in Figure 6(b) to notice dependency.As per the concluding
analysis of this paper, lift coefficient measurement is also important during slope dependency analysis,especially in
steeper streams and low particle submergence.It is difficult to add lift into force balance equation owning to lack of
theory and data.
Further, This paper reviewed the laboratory and field measurements of cohesionless sediments.After analysis of
sediment properties and hydraulic parameters with the number of measurements for each fraction of
sediments,graphical relations have been presented.There is almost zero velocity or no velocity profile at subsurface
layer but interfacial and surface layer possess linear and logarithmic velocity profile respectively at the value of
relative submergence between zero and eight.This is shown in Figure 10. Linear velocity fluctuation profiles also have
been shown in Figure 11 at 0≤z/d≤8. Normalized standard deviation is the flagship to check the profiles at different
layers of bed and its maximum value lies between 1.7 to 3.5 at somewhere boundary of the interfacial and surface
layer.The velocity profiles do not change with particle Raynolds number and this conclusion is verified by Figure
12(a),where a relationship between critical shield parameter and particle Raynolds number is shown.The effect of
relative submergence (position of grains to bed) has little effect on critical shield parameter shown by different
researchers in Figure 12(b). In brief, paper reviewed there is neglect effect of particle Raynolds number and realtive
submergance over critical shield parameter.
The effect of angle of repose tan 𝜙 over critical shield parameter has been reviewed in Figure 14(b) and
thoroughly explained for different sizes of grains.Only experiments confirm the character of this relationship because
drag ,lift and proportionality coefficient have different values for different lab measurements and material but some
researchers provide an equation after numerical simulations shown in Equation 32 and it agrees with the values
obtained from the experiment.
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